
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

❑ Utilize visual inputs and attach spatial data for greater clarity

❑ Understand interrelationships between the physical world and
the human activities through maps and videos that are attached
with the text

❑ Develop skills and techniques for a holistic understanding of
key geographical concepts and processes

❑ Enable the presentations to be in an easily comprehensible form
for the purpose of improved learning

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The participants having completed this workshop were able to:

❑ Develop the ability to identify the diverse manifestations of human- environment
interactions and their relevance in a rapidly changing world

❑ Contribute to the global data source in varied spheres

❑ Evaluate the many natural and human dimensions emerging in the world today
and create a story as an effective way of presentation which has a greater impact

❑ Generate global patterns through analysis and assessment





LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Sentizise participants about existing human- environment interactions in

vulnerable ecosystems

• Understand interrelationships between the physical world and the

developmental sector

• Enable the participants to understand the importance of the Principle of

Sustainability and adoption of the same in diverse developmental sectors

LEARNING OUTCOMES

At the end of the Lecture Series the participants were able to:

• Take cognizance of instances of the varied natural and human dimensions

emerging in the development sector

• Develop the ability to identify the diverse manifestations of human-

environment interactions in fragile ecosystems

• Understand why it is critical to focus on the paradigm of Sustainable

Development

• Evaluate the development – environment conflict and relevance in a

rapidly changing world



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

• Explore ‘Home’ as an area of study that has assumed various

interpretations in geographic discourse

• Comprehend that ‘Home’ has two fold meaning one that understands

home as a physical setting and second it is invested with a set of

feelings, emotions, memories and a sense of belongingness

• Understand that home is not similar to space or place or house

• Analyze geographic tools like mental maps and in depth interviews to

find out how home captures identity formation processes

LEARNING OUTCOMES

At the end of the Lecture the participants were able to:

• Develop the ability to identify the meaning of home in contrast to

space, place or house

• Identify ‘HOME’ as a geographic process that links space and identity

• Understand the use of Geographic tools like mental maps and in –

depth interviews to capture the identity formation processes

• Comprehend the social relations among the occupants of a household




